Abstract-The current scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature-based watermarking method proposed by Kawamura and Uchida was evaluated using Information Hiding Criteria (IHC) ver. 5. The marked regions were selected around the SIFT feature points then normalized to a uniform size against scaling attack, and watermarks were embedded into these normalized regions. There are two problems with this method. One is that the marked regions are distorted by normalization. The other is that the feature points are not detectable due to embedding on the points. Therefore, we propose an improved version of this method to solve these problems. We introduce two improvements called as a gradual magnification factor for normalization and concentric square regions for marked regions. The proposed method was evaluated using IHC ver. 5, and the feature detection rate improved and the bit error rate decreased.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust watermarking methods are necessary for protecting digital content. With image-watermarking methods, one of the requirements for robust watermarking is that embedded watermarks should be extractable from degraded images, which are not only processed by authorized users but also tampered with by illegal attackers. The Information Hiding and its Criteria for Evaluation Committee [1] proposed evaluation standards, called Information Hiding Criteria (IHC). The criteria define three components in the watermarking model of IHC ver. 5: watermarker, attacker, and decoder. A 200-bit message is encoded into the codeword for error correction in the watermarker. A watermark is a bit sequence to be embedded and includes an encoded message or a codeword. The watermarker embeds a watermark into an original image. The image is then compressed using JPEG compression. The compressed marked image is called a stego-image. The image processing to be imposed on images is specified in the attacker. A stego-image is first processed for geometrical attacks, such as scaling and rotation attacks, then clipped to an HDTVsize area (1920 × 1080). It is then compressed again using JPEG compression to save it. The decoder has to extract the watermark from the degraded image without any information about the original image and attacks.
There are two types of attacks: geometrical and nongeometrical. Attacks such that the positions of the pixels in the image can be moved are called geometrical attacks and include rotation, scaling, and clipping. Attacks such that the pixel values in the image can be changed are called non-geometrical attacks and include lossy compression and additive noise. It is effective to embed watermarks in a transform domain against non-geometrical attacks. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete wavelet transform are usually used for embedding domains. The quantization index modulation (QIM) [2] is also effective for JPEG compression.
The synchronization mechanism is required against geometrical attacks due to uncertainty of the marked regions. Synchronization code and a template can be introduced to find the marked regions. The template is a predefined bit sequence and used for template matching [3] , [4] . It is robust against rotation and scaling. However, the accuracies of the rotation angle and magnification ratio are not very high. The synchronization code or marker is also a predefined bit sequence to find the marked regions [5] , [6] and is robust against clipping. Both the synchronization code and encoded message are embedded as a watermark. The spread code in the spectrum-spread technique can be used for the same purpose [7] . When a stego-image is subjected to geometrical attacks, synchronization is executed to find the marked regions in the attacked image. Since there are no fast searching algorithms, the brute force approach is usually carried out. Therefore, it takes a long time to synchronize.
A distorted watermark is extracted from an attacked image. Therefore, the spectrum-spread technique and error-correction codes are used for error correction of the watermark. With the spectrum-spread technique, a message is spread by the spread code. The spread message becomes a part of the watermark and is robust against errors [7] , [8] . The error-correction ability of error-correction codes [9] is better than that of the spread code. Many watermarking methods use error-correction codes [5] , [6] , [10] , [11] . Since this technique and these codes are effective only on specific attacks, the IHC could not be satisfied. Therefore, a combination of them is required.
Both the rotation angle and magnification ratio are blinded in the decoder of IHC ver. 5. Since the attacked image is also clipped, estimation of the angle and ratio is difficult. Their accuracies may be too low to extract the watermark; therefore, a feature-based watermarking method may be promising. The scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [12] is robust against scaling attacks, i.e., synchronization for scaling is unnecessary. Kawamura and Uchida [13] proposed a SIFT feature-based watermarking method. The method performs well on the basis of IHC ver. 5, but it does not satisfy the criteria. Therefore, we developed an improved version of this method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize IHC ver. 5. In Section III, we discuss related work involving the SIFT feature-based watermarking method. In Section IV, we present our method. In Section V, we explain the computer simulations we conduced that show that our method can detect more feature points than the current method and the bit error rate (BER) can be smaller. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. SUMMARY OF IHC VER. 5
Since our goal is to satisfy IHC ver. 5, we summarize IHC ver. 5 before explaining watermarking methods. There are two categories of the criteria: "highest image quality (HIQ)" and "highest compression tolerance (HCT)." IHC ver. 5 defines three components of its watermarking model: a watermarker, attacker, and decoder. The criteria for still images promote developing robust watermarking methods with a large payload. The criteria require that a message
⊤ with a length of N m = 200 bits can be decoded from a tampered stego-image. Therefore, the watermarker should make the message error correctable by encoding error-correction codes or using spread codes. The messages are generated using an M-sequence, and its initial values are defined in the IHC. Six original IHC standard 4608 × 3456 pixels images are provided by the IHC, and the encoded messages are embedded into the images. The generated images are compressed to JPEG to be distributed (1st compression). The file size should be less than 1/15 of the original size. The compressed images are called stego-images. The attacker can conduct geometrical and non-geometrical attacks. The procedure is shown in Fig. 1 . Before attacking a stego-image, the Q-value of the JPEG compression is computed in advance to be less than ρ of the original size (ρ will be defined later). Next, scaling, rotation, and their combinations can be done to the images. The scaling ratios are s ∈ {80, 90, 110, 120%}, and the degrees of angular rotation are θ ∈ {3, 5, 7, 10
• }. The combinations of scaling and rotation attacks are (s, θ) ∈ {(80, 9), (90, 7), (110, 5), (120, 3)}. After geometrical attacks, a transformed image is clipped to an HDTV-sized (1920 × 1080-pixels) area at four specified coordinates. Each clipped area is compressed again using the same previously computed Q-value (2nd compression).
The decoder should extract a watermark from the degraded image without any information about the original image and the attacks. If a message is encoded, it can be decoded from the degraded watermark. The accuracy of a decoded message is measured using the BER between a given message m and decoded messagem = (m 1 ,m 2 
where ⊕ stands for exclusive OR (XOR). The image quality is measured using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean structural similarity (MSSIM) [14] . The PSNR and For the HIQ category, the worst BER should be less than or equal to 2%, and the average BER should be less than 1%. After the 2nd compression, the file size should be less than ρ = 1/25. The method providing the highest PSNR under these conditions is superior. In the HCT category, the BERs for all decoded messages should be equal to zero, and the PSNR of the stego-images should be more than 30 dB. The method providing the smallest compression ratio ρ at the 2nd compression is superior.
III. RELATED WORK
Kawamura and Uchida [13] proposed a SIFT feature-based watermarking method on the basis of the IHC. Watermarks are embedded into marked regions around SIFT feature points. Many SIFT feature points can be extracted from an image [12] . The advantage of a SIFT feature detector is that the scale parameter σ by the detector is almost proportional to the scaling factor. No other feature detectors, e.g., KAZE [15] and AKAZE [16] , have this characteristic. Therefore, SIFT features are effective for watermarking.
A. marked regions
The marked regions with Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] are selected as follows. The SIFT feature detector is applied to an original image, then many SIFT feature points and corresponding scale parameters σ i are detected, as shown in Fig. 2 . Since scale parameters are too small to construct marked regions, a magnification factor d is introduced. That is, circular patches of dσ i -pixel radius are generated then the bounding squares are selected as candidates of marked regions. Note that the bounding squares are squares of 2dσ i pixel sides. With Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] , d = 7 is used. Furthermore, when the image is magnified or shrunk, squares that are too small might disappear and those that are too large might overlap. Therefore, a selection of scale parameters is introduced [17] . The feature points in the range of σ L ≤ σ ≤ σ U remain as candidates and others are removed. The values of σ L = 4 and σ U = 10 are used in previous studies [13] , [17] . Even if the range of the parameters is restricted, the marked regions might still overlap. When the bounding squares overlap, the square that has the largest 2dσ i remains as the marked region.
Watermarks are embedded in the marked regions, which are bounding squares of 2dσ p pixel sides, where p = 1, 2, · · · , P . We assume there are P marked regions. Each marked region is normalized to a square of h = 96 pixel sides in preparation for a scaling attack. From 2dσ p = h, the squares of σ p < 6.86 pixel sides are magnified to 96 × 96 pixel normalized regions. After embedding the watermarks in the normalized regions, these regions are shrunk to the original size, and squares of σ p > 6.86 pixel sides are shrunk to the normalized regions, then after embedding the watermarks, the regions are magnified to the original size.
B. message encoding and embedding
There may be many errors in extracted watermarks due to attacks. To correct such errors, the low-density parity-
length N M bits. Moreover, the feature points in which no watermark is embedded may be incorrectly extracted from a degraded image due to distortion. Therefore, a check bit c is introduced. A check bit of length N c is provided in advance and shared between the watermarker and decoder, or it can be open to the public. The c = (1, 1, · · · , 1) ⊤ is then set. The check bit can be used for not only detecting the existence of watermarks but also measuring the amount of errors. Finally, the watermark w consists of codeword M and check bit c and is given by
A normalized region of h = 96 pixel sides is divided into 32 × 32 pixel blocks. Each block is transformed using the 2D DCT. Since there are nine blocks, an N B -bit watermark is embedded in the DCT coefficients of each block, where N B is given by
where ⌈x⌉ stands for the ceiling function. With Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] , a watermark of N B = 43 bits is embedded in each block since the codeword length is N M = 300 bits and the length of the check bit is N c = 87 bits. The DCT coefficients are sorted in a line by zig-zag scan order. The watermarks are embedded from the 14-th to (14 + N B )-th coefficients by using the QIM [2] . Since a stego-image will be clipped, the same watermarks are embedded in all marked regions. After embedding, nine blocks are inversely transformed and combined as a normalized stego-region. The stego-region is put back to its original size, and the entire image is compressed using JPEG compression to be less than 1/15 of the original size (1st compression). The stego-image will then be attacked by the attacker.
C. extraction and decoding
The degraded image is received by the decoder. In the case of IHC ver. 5, since the scaling ratio is in the range of 0.8 ≤ s ≤ 1.2, the SIFT feature points with the scale parameter in the range of 0.8σ L ≤ σ ≤ 1.2σ U are selected in the decoder. Note that no feature points are removed even if they overlap. All feature points in the range are candidates. We assume that there areP feature points. The normalized regions can be constructed in a similar manner of the embedding process. Since the scale parameter σ is almost proportional to the scaling ratio, the same normalized regions can be obtained.
When only a scaling attack is conducted, watermarks can be extracted from the normalized regions without any operations by using the QIM. However, when a rotation attack can be conducted, the watermarks cannot be extracted due to asynchronization by the rotation; thus, estimation of the rotation angle is required. Let a candidate for the p-th watermark rotated by a θ-degree angle be w p (θ). It consist of a check bit and a codeword, i.e., w
. Check bit c can be used for this purpose. The matching ratio for c is defined by
The estimated degree of the angle,θ p , can be given by angle θ, which gives the maximum value of the matching ratio R p (θ), i.e.,θ
Accordingly, rotation-and-scaling synchronization is carried out. Since the estimated angleθ p is fixed, we abbreviate w p (θ p ) to w p and so on. After synchronization, a codeword M is estimated from the P candidates M p . There are spurious candidates in which no watermark is embedded, and the matching ratio R p for a spurious candidate may be small. Even if there are correct candidates in which the watermark is embedded, they may be distorted by attacks. Therefore, these candidates are not used as they are. A weighted majority voting (WMV) algorithm [5] , [6] is introduced to reject inappropriate candidates. The codeword M is estimated using the WMV algorithm, i.e.,
where the step function Θ(x) is defined by
SIFT feature points selection marked regions Fig. 2 . Selecting SIFT feature points and the weight function α(x) is defined by
where T is the threshold and β is the weight coefficient. With Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] , T = 0.7 and β = 7.
The estimated messagem = (m 1 ,m 2 ,m 3 .....,m Nm ) ⊤ can be calculated using the sum-product algorithm [19] .
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] uses the SIFT feature detector [12] to resist rotation and scaling attacks, then the marked regions are normalized. There are two problems with this method. (1) When a marked region is small, it is magnified to the normalized region then the region is shrunk to the original size after embedding. The watermark in the marked region is distorted by the embedding process. However, since the magnification after embedding does not affect watermarks, the distortion in the large marked region does not matter. Therefore, we introduce a gradual magnification factor d for normalization. (2) Watermarks are embedded in all nine blocks of the normalized region. That is, parts of the watermarks are embedded in the center block, which includes the SIFT feature point. Since the pixels around the feature points may end up changing, the same feature points may not be detected again in the decoder. Therefore, we introduce concentric square regions. In other words, no watermark is embedded in the center block.
By the introduction of this factor and these regions, it is expected that the extraction rate (ER) of the marked regions can be improved and smaller errors will occur. The embedding procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . In this section, the difference between the proposed method and Kawamura and Uchida's [13] is described.
A. gradual magnification factor
The magnification factor d with Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] is constant, d = 7, as described in III. Therefore, small marked regions are still smaller than normalized ones. The shrinkage after watermarking damages the watermarks in the regions. We introduce the gradual magnification factor d to avoid this situation, which is defined by
where σ M = 7. Note that σ M must be larger than 6.86 to avoid shrinkage, as described in III. If the scale parameter σ is smaller than σ M , a large magnification factor d will be selected. Therefore, the bounding square of 2dσ pixel sides can be larger than its normalized region of 96 pixel sides. We also select a slightly larger value, d = 8, for the case of σ M ≤ σ ≤ σ U . After that, watermarks are embedded in the normalized regions by using the QIM, as described in III-B.
The magnification factor d = 13 is large enough, but when a larger value, d > 13 is selected, the marked regions would be larger and might overlap. Therefore, fewer marked regions would remain, i.e., using the large magnification factor degrades BER.
In the extraction process, two different sized marked regions should be considered. The decoder has no information about the original scale parameters σ i and scaling ratio s by the attacker. However, the attacker keeps the IHC. Therefore, almost twice as many candidates of the marked regions are extracted as those in the embedding process.
As the scaling ratio s is assumed to be 0.8 ≤ s ≤ 1.2, the SIFT feature points with the scale parameters in the range of 0.8σ L ≤ σ ≤ 1.2σ U are selected. The bounding squares of 2dσ i pixel sides are extracted as candidate marked regions. Note that two candidates are constructed from one feature point due to the gradual magnification factor d. No candidates are removed, even if they overlap. The candidate regions are normalized to 96 × 96 pixels. After that, the watermarks are detected and decoded, as described in III-C.
B. concentric square-shaped regions
The 96 × 96 pixel normalized regions are divided into nine blocks of 32 pixel sides. Since the center block includes the SIFT feature point, embedding in the block can be avoided. We introduce concentric square regions. That is, no watermark is embedded in the center block. The shape of embeddable blocks is shown in Fig. 4 .
Let us reconsider the watermark length. The length of a message m is N m = 200 bits and is encoded to a codeword M of length N M = 300 bits by the LDPC code, and the length of the check bit is N c = 87 bits. The total length of a watermark is N c + N M = 387 bits [13] . Therefore, N B = 43 bits of the watermark are embedded into each block. With the proposed method, there are only eight embeddable blocks in a normalized region. It is not advisable to reduce the codeword length since error-correction ability will decrease. On the other hand, the watermark length should not be longer due to image quality. Therefore, we reduce the length of the check bit to N c = 44 bits to maintain image quality. That is, the total length of a watermark is N c + N M = 344 bits, and N B = 43 bits of the watermark are embedded into each block.
V. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
We now show the effectiveness of the proposed method. By using a large magnification factor d, marked regions may overlap. This may result in a decrease in the number of the marked regions. However, shrinkage can be avoided after watermarking, and less degradation of the watermark is possible. Moreover, the length of the check bit is short due to the concentric square region, which may result in a decrease in the accuracy of the matching ratio (4) and affecting the accuracy of the WMV algorithm (6) . On the other hand, due to the concentric square region, the SIFT feature points remain unchanged. This can improve the ER of the feature points in stego-images. Therefore, the WMV algorithm may be effective. We discuss these points by computer simulations.
We evaluated our method by using the ER, BER, and PSNR. Now let us define the ER. Since there are four clipped areas in an image, this rate is defined for each area. Therefore, we define the ER as
where P orig is the number of the marked regions extracted from a clipped area of an original image. Note that the marked regions do not overlap in the watermarker, as described in III-A, and the selected marked regions remain. The notation P stego is the number of candidates of the marked regions extracted from a clipped area of a stego-image. Even if they overlap, all remain. Since a stego-image degrades due to geometrical and non-geometrical attacks, the candidates with a small matching ratio, i.e., R p (θ) < T , are removed, and those with a large matching ratio are treated as marked regions. They may also be incorrect candidates; therefore, P stego may be larger than P orig . Since ten different messages are generated, P stego is averaged over ten messages.
We consider three versions of the proposed method. The first one involves using only the concentric square regions and is called sub-method (S1). The second one involves using only the gradual magnification factor d and is called sub-method (S2). The third one is our main method and involves using both this factor and those regions. It is called the proposed method (PM). We abbreviate Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] as KU. Tables I-IV show the average ERs for these methods. As mentioned above, there are four clipped areas in an image, and P orig and P stego are averaged over all four clipped areas. The attack parameters, i.e., scaling ratio, rotation angle, and clipping size, are described in II. The term 'no attacks' in the tables means that the stego-image was not attacked by any geometrical attacks. There are six IHC standard images. We found that ER for S1 was larger than that for KU, whereas ER for S2 was smaller than that for KU. Furthermore, ER for PM was the largest. Therefore, the combination of both this factor and those regions is effective.
A. BER and PSNR
Next, we evaluated our method on the basis of IHC ver. 5. In accordance with the HCT category in the IHC, the BERs for three of the four clipped areas must be zero. In other words, one can be discounted. Therefore, the best three BERs were used for the evaluation. In the HIQ category, the average BERs within 1.0% can be acceptable. Tables V-VIII show the average BERs (%) for attacks. The compression ratio was less than 1/25 of the original size for the second compression. KU [13] did not satisfy IHC ver. 5. Many of the BERs for combination attacks were over 1.0%. The BERs for S1 and S2 remained large, i.e., Neither the gradual magnification factor d nor the concentric square regions could achieve a BER of zero. However, PM could achieve BERs of zero for scaling or rotation attacks, and smaller BERs for combination attacks. Strictly speaking, PM could not yet satisfy the HCT category. However, the BERs improved and most, except in two cases, could be zero. The BERs for the worst cases were larger than 2%. Therefore, PM could not also satisfy the HIQ category.
Tables IX-XII show the results for compression ratio (CR) and image quality. The CR must be under 1/15 = 6.67% for the first compression. The image quality was measured using the PSNR and MSSIM. These values were calculated for the luminance signal of the stego-image. All PSNRs should be over 30 dB. As a result, there was no negative effect on image quality with both the gradual magnification factor d and concentric square regions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Kawamura and Uchida's method [13] was a promising method for satisfying IHC ver. 5. To improve the ER of the SIFT feature points, we introduced the gradual magnification factor and concentric square regions. The ER for each was not so good; however, that for the proposed method using both was significantly large.
We evaluated our method on the basis of IHC ver. 5. No watermarks were embedded into the center block with concentric square regions, and the size of the marked regions became lager with the gradual magnification factor. Therefore, the image quality was almost the same as that with Kawamura and Uchida's method. The BERs for only two cases were not zero. Although the average BERs were less than 1%, the worst BER was over 2%. Therefore, the proposed method could not satisfy IHC ver. 5. There was an unsuitable area to extract the SIFT feature points in some images. Since there were few feature points in this area, error correction did not work well, even when some error-correction codes and the WMV algorithm were introduced. However, most of the BERs for the proposed method could be zero. 
